
HAITI UPDATE: January 9, 2017

 

 
REQUESTS FROM HAITI 

 

Brethren, the Haitian leaders from all over the country got together to ask us to help the Christians with more food supplies before we finish the 

building projects, i.e., to fully restore the church buildings that were destroyed. We had begun to restore some of the buildings but more food is 

needed first. We agreed to send more aid for food and water, medicines, soaps and shampoo, toothpaste, etc. as more money has been made 

available by you all. Because of your support and generous contributions it is totally possible to help and it is our pleasure to provide assistance to 

the good people in Haiti. The buildings can wait a little while. Let us make lives more comfortable for the suffering folks in Haiti first. 

 

We were asked to finish the Rousseau building as many members would find shelter there. But overall more food aid was needed and is presently 

provided. I can understand the need as many farmers lost all their livestock, from sheep to goats to cattle. All crops were flushed away and gardens 

destroyed. There is no food anywhere to be had. Our Christian brothers and sisters totally rely on us for aid. 

 

We feel so blessed and we are so thankful that money is still available to feed the good folks in our many congregations mainly in the south. One 

item that has been received with much joy are the cheap but handy and comfortable mattresses I bought last month. I will purchase 100 more 

mattresses to make life easier for the people. Also, small kitchen tables and chairs have been ordered. The mattresses cost about $40 a piece so we 

will take care of that need and provide some comfort for the many that lost everything. More money has come in to the WEST BROWARD CHURCH 

OF CHRIST the last few days which makes it possible to feed people until the Red Cross and others arrive with aid. We feel so thankful and there is so 

much joy in our congregations in Haiti. People just love it and rejoice when we tell them THIS FOOD COMES FROM CHRISTIANS IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND ACTUALLY FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. 

 

We want to let you all know how much we appreciate you all who have given so generously to help our brothers and sisters. It has become evident 

that many lives have been saved and so many lives have been made easier. People can live with dignity and enjoy the fact that people care for them 

and help in their hour of need. 

 

Last week I was purchasing many things (mainly medicines and toiletries) in Miami which I will bring this coming Tuesday. American Airlines lets me 

take several large bags for free and I appreciate that very much. 

 

Folks, thank you again for your generosity and rest assured, the funds you provided are very much appreciated and so sorely needed. 

Again, I will send financial statements once we have received all reports from all over the affected areas in Haiti. 

 

God bless, 

Joe Worndle 

 


